LUIS GONZÁLEZ SEXTET introduce us: NEW YORK CITY SUITE
Just two years ago LUIS GONZALEZ, jazz pianist from Sant Feliu de Guixols (Spain), had
his first album "Cançons" on PSM Music. As a trio, presents his personal adaptation of a
series of traditional Catalan songs. A singular disc with the category of "historic."

LUIS GONZÁLEZ, one more newyorker citizen
LUIS GONZALEZ At this time he has traveled to New York and like so many others, the city
has trapped forever to the point of serving as inspiration for his new album, "NEW YORK
CITY SUITE", this time as a sextet.
NEW YORK CITY SUITE is entirely a work composed by the pianist LUIS GONZALEZ
during his stay in New York City in the summer of 2010. The Suite is a collection of 10
pieces, each written in such diverse styles and formats of fuga, nocturn or swing, where you
can see influences from classical music, jazz and free. New York has served the composer
as a lever inspiration and creative life through music, cultural and cosmopolitan.
As disc sample comment that "Christopher Street" is one of the most famous streets in
the Village, where born the most innovative young and fresh jazz. It is an expressive melody
and deep wing memorable time. A composition that emerged during walks through the
streets of New York or on the city subway. The album closes with another view of the same
piece, more gospel, the fruit of many Sunday mornings in Harlem.
"Remembering Bach" is a tribute to the German composer, which has been interpreted
LUIS GONZALEZ piano pieces since he was 20 years old in using their characteristic
features, imitative counterpoint, but dressed in a rhythm and harmony much more modern.
New York is a cosmopolitan city that may even inspire a piece like this.
Luis González Sextet are: Luis González at piano, César Martínez on drums, Joan SoláMorales at bass, David Morata at violín, Dolors Vidal at celo & Gerard Sibila at clarinets.

promo@psm-music.com
www.psm-music.com/luisgonzalezsextet

siulgp@hotmail.com
www.myspace.com/nycsuite
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